About us
Edexx Logistics International Transport Our company provides services in the
logistics sector with the understanding of a business partner based on mutual trust.
With our expert team, we offer logistics services to go beyond customer
expectations and provide high quality service. As a team that has adopted the
principle of working in line with customer satisfaction, it has been our most
important mission to provide the best price guarantee to our customers, while
fulfilling the customer demands on time and in the most reliable way.
With the awareness that you have no time to lose in today's foreign trade
conditions, our primary goal is to provide the fastest and lowest cost alternatives
for your cargo. Within the scope of international cargo services; all your
documents, souvenirs, parcels, products, documents, export goods, documents are
delivered to the point you want in the country you want in a fast and reliable way.
Cargo can be sent abroad by plane, either at normal speed or at very urgent
speed.
Our company, which is ambitious about adding a new excitement and fresh breath
to the e-commerce sector, brings international quality standards together with our
customers. As the address of the most affordable discount shopping, we offer a
wide variety of products and, as always, we prioritize our customer satisfaction.

Services
Land Air Sea Train Transportaion
Edexx; It offers partial and complete vehicle transportation services in 3 continents with its young fleet. It
develops fast, high quality and reliable transportation solutions with its wide service network, widespread
and strong agencies, operational expertise, customer and solution-oriented service approach. It offers
special solutions for many sectors from textile to automotive, from construction to retail.
Edexx expertise solves all your logistics needs from A to Z with customs clearance and insurance services,
cross transport models, 3rd country transports, internal transport services.

Some Services We Offer;

Complete and partial transportation services to all countries, especially Russia, U.S.A. and Eastern Europe.
Customs clearance of full and partial loads in Ukraine, Russia and Kazakhstan.
Global and local scale out-of-gauge cargo transportation services.
Cross-carriage models across all European, Asian and C.S. geographies.
Duty-free in Kazakhstan, and both duty-free and bonded warehousing services in Turkey and Georgia.
Internal transport (inland transport) services in Russia and Kazakhstan.
It offers intercontinental transportation models thanks to its expert staff, wide agency network and agreements with shipowners all over the world.

Air transportation stands out as the fastest
transportation method offered today.
Edexx works with the principle of
providing the most ideal solution for all
transportation needs of its customers. In
this context, it offers the best quality and
cost-effective solutions for the solutions
that its customers need in air
transportation.
With the agreements it has made with
leading airline companies, Edexx
transports your cargo to every point of the
world quickly and safely.

Some Services We Offer
Airport to airport transportation
Cross transport options
Customs clearance, packaging and insurance services
Scheduled or charter services
Wide agency network with IATA license
Door-to-door and port-to-port air freight services to all parts of the world
Today, most of the world trade is carried out by sea transportation. In order to respond to this need,
it also produces rational solutions in maritime transportation.
It offers intercontinental transportation models thanks to its expert staff, wide agency network and agreements with shipowners all over the world.

Some Services We Offer
Effective use of European
and Asian railway lines,
Container transportation and
delivery
services
with
platform wagons,
Wide agency network,
Multiple
load
handling
options at once,
Cross country transportation
options based in Kazakhstan,
International
customs
clearance services

Some Services We Offer
Cross-booking services with containers in NVOCC status
International agency network
FCL/LCL container handling services
Port operations and cargo securing services (Lashing)
Local and international customs clearance services
Bonded / Duty-free warehouse services
container storage services
Rail transportation solutions bring many advantages to companies in terms
of cost and transit time.
E-dexx is one of the few logistics companies that offers efficient rail
transport in Turkey. It offers the advantages of rail transportation to all its
customers with its expert staff.
E-dexx develops closed, open and special type wagon transportation
solutions on European and Asian railway lines with the agreements
it has made through authorized agencies and carries out special project
transportations for its customers.

Some Services We Offer
Effective use of European and Asian railway lines,
Container transportation and delivery services with platform wagons,
Wide agency network,
Multiple load handling options at once,
Cross country transportation options based in Kazakhstan,
International customs clearance services
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Intermodal transportation
Intermodal transportation is the method of transporting the cargo to more than one point with more than one transportation model without any action on the cargo
while changing the modes of transportation. It is preferred mostly because of its ecological benefits.
Within the scope of intermodal transportation, special trailers are used that allow the products to pass directly from one transportation model to another without the
need to remove them from the trailer. In addition, since the ceiling heights of the blocks called Swap Body are adjustable, it also allows for the highest level of loading.
The system, which presents a program and route with fine details along with the trains dedicated to the transportation business in question, provides convenience in
terms of tracking with the coexistence of the wagons.
The system, which offers the advantage of regular loading, transportation and unloading, manages to significantly reduce material costs, especially in long-term
agreements, with the advantage of fixed prices. Since it is minimally affected by adverse weather conditions compared to other transportation systems that can be
used, it provides a high level of reliability compared to the highway, which can be described as the busiest transportation route.

Fast shipping
With its excellent service principle and quality service understanding in
international document, package transportation and distribution, it offers
economical and safe services that can meet the demands of our esteemed
customers. e-Dexx , we know how important shipments are to your business.
You can rely on our expertise for flexible solutions tailored to the transport
needs of your industry or business. Your documents and packages that need
urgent and fast delivery are delivered to their addresses as soon as possible
after they are received by our company.
Door to Door Pickup International
We offer a global solution for door-to-door delivery of your documents and
parcels that need to be delivered within a certain time frame to meet your
business needs, around the world. Within the scope of this service, all your
international emergency documents, belongings, parcels, products,
documents, export goods, etc. Your shipments are delivered to the destination
address as soon as possible after they are received from your door by our
company with economical price privileges.
Foreign Trade Export Import
Our company also helps you in terms of foreign trade. Our infrastructure is
ready in various countries of the world, and we carry and sell Turkish goods to
the world through our partners. In sectors where customer satisfaction is the
most difficult to achieve, we are taking firm steps towards the realization of the
export targets of our valued customers. With our expert team, we act with our
highest customer satisfaction mentality, which is our most important principle.

Market Finding
We provide vendors, suppliers and manufacturers the opportunity to sell their products in
overseas marketplaces. We offer end-to-end integrated logistics services due to our
international connections with Europe, Asia, America and other continents globally. We sell
all kinds of products of our customers in those countries or continents.

E-COMMERCE @ E-EXPORT

EDEXXMALL

About
As Edexxmall, we are an E-Export / E-Commerce company serving in Russia, Poland and the Middle East and having sales stores in the leading
market places of the countries they are located in. Our primary goal in this operation is; To ensure that the products of the companies we deal with
are sold to these countries with e-Export, by undertaking both integration and sales e-commerce consultancy, cargo processes and customer
management to the companies in their overseas sales, to ensure that orders and customer acquisitions are processed in a faster and healthier way.

Our Services.
Russia's leading Marketplace company ozon.ru, Poland's and neighboring countries' largest Marketplace site allegro, and finally zoodmall sites serving
in Silk Road countries, offering your products for sale with integration in the languages of those countries and campaigning with our links in these
Marketplaces. etc. by creating setups, we provide faster increases in your sales. With our team with 20 years of E-Commerce and E-Export experience, it
is only your duty to prepare the cargoes by providing full-service consultancy in every process. After incoming orders, we provide fast and secure
delivery to customer addresses by receiving the packages from wherever you are in Turkey with the contracted cargo company. In this way, you not
only start your overseas sales without spending any additional time, but also allow your brand to be recognized in those countries.
In addition to all these, we can answer customer questions, requested cargo information and/or information about products in the language of the
countries they live in. Thus, you can also benefit from our customer management service.

Our Operation
Russia's leading Marketplace company ozon.ru, Poland's and neighboring
countries' largest Marketplace site allegro, and finally zoodmall sites serving
in Silk Road countries, offering your products for sale with integration in the
languages of those countries and campaigning with our links in these
Marketplaces. etc. by creating setups, we provide faster increases in your
sales. With our team with 20 years of E-Commerce and E-Export experience,
it is only your duty to prepare the cargoes by providing full-service
consultancy in every process. After incoming orders, we provide fast and
secure delivery to customer addresses by receiving the packages from
wherever you are in Turkey with the contracted cargo company. In this way,
you not only start your overseas sales without spending any additional time,
Our
Services.
but
also allow your brand to be recognized in those countries.
In addition to all these, we can answer customer questions, requested cargo
information and/or information about products in the language of the
countries they live in. Thus, you can also benefit from our customer
management service.

EXPORT COUNTRİES
Syria, Iraq, Qatar, Cyprus, Jordan, Israel, Lebanon,
Iran, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates,
Oman, Kuwait, Bahrain, Yemen, Egypt, Afghanistan,
Pakistan, Tunisia, Algeria, Libya, Sudan, Morocco .

